The computer bernette 38 is the top model in the series, offering everything creative sewists need. A total of 394 stitches are available, including 67 decorative stitches, 3 alphabets and 8 buttonholes as well as practical stitches such as a stretch stitch for stretchy fabrics. The maximum stitch width is 7 mm. In addition to practical functions such as the speed regulator, start/stop and the needle stop up/down, the bernette 38 has a bright LED sewing light, a needle threader, and an automatic and manual thread cutter. Also included are eight presser feet (soles) and a large extension table.

Stitch Overview

Imprinted ruler for fast measurements

 bernette 37

The bernette 37 is the first of the two bernette computer models, it offers an extensive range of helpful functions and impressive stitch quality. 50 stitches with a maximum stitch width of 7 mm are available, including decorative and stretch stitches as well as buttonholes. Thanks to the practical start/stop function, the sewing process can be controlled without the foot control. With the needle stop up/down, the needle position can be set up/down when you stop sewing, which is a particular advantage when sewing corners. The sewing speed can be individually adjusted as needed and the sewing area is optimally illuminated thanks to the bright LED-light. The b37 comes with five presser feet (soles).

Stitch Overview

 bernette 37

Do you want to be creative through sewing? Or alter and embellish your clothing? Then the new bernette models in the stylish two-color Swiss design are perfect for you! They are easy to use, have numerous functions with excellent stitch quality, and are durable as well as affordably priced. Experience creative sewing fun at a high level and don’t settle for less.

bernette 38

The computer bernette 38 is the top model in the series, offering everything creative sewists need. A total of 394 stitches are available, including 67 decorative stitches, 3 alphabets and 8 buttonholes as well as practical stitches such as a stretch stitch for stretchy fabrics. The maximum stitch width is 7 mm. In addition to practical functions such as the speed regulator, start/stop and the needle stop up/down, the bernette 38 has a bright LED sewing light, a needle threader, and an automatic and manual thread cutter. Also included are eight presser feet (soles) and a large extension table.

Stitch Overview

Imprinted ruler for fast measurements

 bernette 38

Twint needle safety function when changing from one to twin needles

Automatic thread cutter

Needle stop up/down – individually adjustable needle position

The threader helps with threading the needle

Bright LED light

Practical storage space for accessories, directly in the free arm

Imprinted ruler for fast measurements

Direct stitch selection via buttons

Darning function for direct and quick securing of a stitch

Start/stop button for sewing without the foot control

Practical drop-in hook with 7 mm stitch width

Drawer with stitch overview and Quick Start Guide

LCD screen for best view of all settings
The bernette 35 is a mechanical model without computer control. With utility and decorative stitches, the stitch package has a total of 23 stitches, with a maximum stitch width of 5 mm, including an automatic buttonhole. All settings such as thread tension, stitch width and stitch length, as well as the selection of a stitch, can be made with the three knobs at the front. The manual needle threader and thread cutter enable efficient sewing. The bernette 35 package includes seven presser feet (soles).

DIY: bernette dust cover
Start your first sewing project right away and sew this practical dust cover for your new bernette to give it an individual look. With this, your bernette will be beautifully and stylishly protected when you are not sewing. Let's go:

Select your favorite fabric – cut – sew – be proud of your work!

The instructions for this easy project are available at www.mybernette.com/cover.

The bernette 33 is the first of the two mechanical bernette models. As a basic model, it is particularly suited for beginners with little experience. Adjustments can be made with the two knobs at the front. The stitch package contains 15 stitches, with a maximum stitch width of 5 mm. A needle threader and a manual thread cutter ensure fast and uncomplicated sewing. Five different presser feet (soles) are included.